Before Nancy Reagan’s JUST SAY NO TO DRUGS CAMPAIGN there was the Carol Burnett Tough Love Drug Policy. Tough love meant to love the druggie but hate the drugging and in that respect was very Christian: love the sinner but not the sin. But it also meant beating up on the alcohol or drug addict and feeling fairly self righteous about doing it.

Have you ever been with a substance abusing client who is trying to find the words... “Sometimes I just want to beat... beat the crap... “ out of yourself” And the clients says: “Yeah... that’s it! I want to beat the crap out of myself.”

Insight

Isn’t it too bad you don’t have anywhere you can send such a client for fellowship? Well now there is: The Tough Love Club!

This is a brand “spanking” new BDSM club in SF designed exclusively for alcoholics and drug addicts where people really do “hit bottom” and get their bottom hit in return and it’s called therapy i.e. Tough Love.

That’s it Beavis... these alcoholics and drug addicts need to be tied up and spanked... Yeah Butthead... it’s what they want. We should beat the crap out of them! So they start/stop screaming. That’s right Beavis... and they should pay us to do it! We should open up an S&M club for alcoholics and drug addicts... and Butthead: We should call it treatment... yeah... treatment... treatment is cool... treatment rules! ... yeah... they should raise their “bottom” up... for spanking! ... yeah... “hit bottom”!

“Apparently there are countries where treatment involves...“... flaj-gel-nation... Beavis... doesn’t that mean... beating the crap out of people? Yeah... yeah... Butthead... they do it all the time in treatment... yeah... they still do it... treatment rules! heh heh... but Beavis don’t you have to do it right so they don’t get repressed or something?. ..Butthead, they have a word for that... it’s called a domino... uh...uh... matrix... I think it started out as a video game...

Well what do these domino...mate... trackers do... numb nuts? heh... heh... Well Butthead...they know how to beat the crap out of alcoholics and drug addicts so that they get paid for it and keep them coming back for more... It’s very profitable Butthead... we should do it... Beavis! You said: “Do it”... Oh yeah... heh heh heh heh


B&B on alcoholism http://www.tagtele.com/videos/voir/24774/